Nowadays, concept extraction is an important content in the field of ontology learning. For oracle-bone inscription, symmetry is particular and grammar syntax is abstractly complex, so it is difficult to extract domain concepts using existing algorithm. In this paper, we proposed a new domain concepts extraction algorithm for Oracle-bone inscriptions based on context semantic. This algorithm made some improvements on DR+DC algorithm to realize concept extraction of oracle-bone inscription. Overall, these improvements included two aspects. One was that context semantic relations is introduced to domain concepts extraction by calculating similarity degree of concepts, another referred to that we proposed a sieving algorithm to extract context domain concept. To evaluate the proposed method, the experiments are conducted on concept extraction of oracle-bone inscription. The experimental results demonstrated our method performed higher precision, recall and perplexity attenuation ration when compared with the based on DC+DR concept extraction.
INTRODUCTION
The domain ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization, which can represent domain knowledge and facilitate knowledge sharing. As the more research has been down on Oracle-bone inscriptions digital, how to develop utilize computer program to aid oracle specialist has become a trend. Oracle-bone inscriptions domain ontology play an important role on Oracle-bone inscriptions digital, so it is basic work in the oracle field to construct them. At present, although there are some tools and automatic or semi-automatic methods to construct ontology, it is very difficult to build perfect ontology according to ontology methodology. How to construct ontology resulted in a so called knowledge acquisition bottleneck, therefore, the techniques of ontology learning have emerged as the times require. Ontology learning aims at the integration of a multitude of disciplines such as ontology engineering techniques and machine learning techniques to construct the ontology (semi)automatically. Recently, research on ontology learning is increasingly becoming more in-depth in computer science field, and ontology learning based on text is becoming the focus of ontology learning. Ontology learning is focused on the concept extraction and relation extraction, so concept hierarchy is the basic component of ontology learning and plays a very important role in ontology learning (Maedche and Alexander, 2001) .
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm to extract domain concepts from oracle-bone inscriptions based on ontology learning. Because the symmetry inscription on bones is particular, and the grammar syntax is abstract complex, it is difficult to extract accurately domain concept hierarchy only using statistical methods or existing language-independent algorithm. In recent years, the several scholars of central south university put forward concept extraction algorithm combining domain relevancy and domain correlation which brought good results to extract domain concepts (Pantel and Lin, 2001) . In order to enhance the accuracy rate of concept extraction in the field of oracle-bone inscription, we introduced semantic between concepts according to thought of DR + DC and characters of oracle oracle-bone inscriptions. Then we calculated the correlation degree of context on the basis of the similarity between context concept and center concept to filter out redundant concepts and relations from the extraction collection, so as to improve the accuracy of concepts and relation extraction. Finally we evaluated our extraction algorithm using the accuracy, recall rate and perplexity attenuation ration to guarantee the objectivity of evaluation algorithm.
ONTOLOGY LEARNING AND METHODS OF CONCEPT OBTAINING
Ontology learning technology is currently a hot topic, whose aim is to develop automatic construction of ontology integrating machine learning techniques and ontology engineering techniques. Generally, ontology learning tasks include the following facets. (1) Ontology Acquisition including ontology creation, ontology schema extraction, and ontology instance extraction. (2) Ontology Maintenance including ontology integration and navigation, ontology updates and expansion (Tomokiyo and Hurst, 2003) .The basic process of ontology learning is shown in Figure1.
Figure 1. The basic process of ontology learning
The main objective aim of ontology learning is obtaining automatically domain terms and their mutual relations from the domain documents. Semantic relation between concepts would be identified using Information extraction technology, and then ontology would be constructed on the basis of acquiring concepts and their mutual relations. Ontology can learn using existing technologies can not only from free text, dictionary and existed ontology but also from the database (schemata) and from XML documents. There are many shortcomings of theses existed ontology learning techniques, which seriously limit the ability of ontology learning (Liu, Liu and Xu, 2007) . These drawbacks are as follows.
1) Most of the ontology learning technology is based on grammatical analysis and statistical methods, so the semantic information of sentence cannot be applied in the process of ontology learning.
2) Existed ontology learning method is extremely dependent on the WordNet system, which would be restricted by the WorldNet system in a special domain knowledge field when learning classifier relations and inheriting the concept
3) The corpus information cannot be used fully. Most of the ontology learning methods only use the syntactical information in the corpus, rather than get the detailed semantic information from the Collected Works.
4) Some methods of ontology learning is attributes to the learning of concepts and examples and its property. Through the linkages between different concepts of rules and matching method to find the relationship between the concepts, these methods only can learn few relationships of the concepts.
There are usually three concept extraction methods, which are based on language, statistical and hybrid method. The method based on language is mainly looking for a specific template string according to the concept in the field of special lexical structure or template. Statistical method is mainly based on that domain concepts and common words have different statistical characteristics in the differential field. Hybrid methods are often combined with linguistics and statistics technology. No matter at home and abroad, statistical method is the mainstream.
For existing ontology learning tools, the good extraction results can be obtain adopting a hybrid method based on DR + DC. There are some shortcomings of this method, such as, large amount of calculation must be completed, a lot of documents as training set, the concept with low frequency is difficult to extract, and the accuracy of the learning outcomes result is not ideal (Sui and Chen, 200).
THE METHOD OF CONCEPT EXTRACTION BASE ON DR+DC
The experimental results showed that concept extraction methods based on DR (domain relevancy) and DC(domain consensus) obtain a better results. However, there are some inadequacies to extract domain concept of oracle-bone inscription. Oracle-bone inscription has some own properties, such as, Syntax, grammar structure, etc., so domain concept extraction of oracle-bone inscription must considered them. Because the Ontology integration and update algorithm DR + DC based on statistical has nothing to do with the language, in order to assure domain concepts extraction accuracy and comprehensiveness, the algorithm must be improved for extracting domain concept of Oracle-bone inscription.
Domain relevancy
Domain relevancy refers to the ratio of the related degree and the irrelevant degree, in where, the related degree represents the ratio domain concept and this field, and the irrelevant degree refers to domain concept and specific areas. It assumes the distribution of domain irrelevant concepts is similar in different document collection, while service condition is very different between the field and other areas (Tai and Wang,2010) .
Suppose that document collection is described to {D 1 , D 2 ,..., D n }, t refers to a candidate term, then , tk DR , refers to the domain relevancy between t and k, is defined as follows:
Where ( 
In which , wj f referred to the frequency of w (concept) in D j (field document).
Domain consensus
Domain consensus reflects the distribution of domain concepts in particular domain document, which main purpose is to prevent the domain concepts distribution is not uniform. Traditional methods of domain consensus assumed the distribution of domain concepts is uniform in the documents of related fields, but the distribution is uniform only within the scope of concept topics for domain term of oracle-bone inscriptions corpus. For example, in oracle bones sacrifice fields, the term "侑" is used to describe the way of sacrifice and can't be used in the these field such as astronomical, hunting, etc.
Suppose that document collection is recorded Dk ,t is candidate terms, and the collection C = { C1 , C2 , …, Cm } is topic clustering of Dk, then domain correlation between t and Dk (abbreviated to DTCt,k) can be calculate by 
（4）
In which ft, l showed frequency of t (term) in the di (fields). After quantifying concept correlation domain and the consistency, the important degree of each concept t to field Dk can be calculated by 

. Because domain relevancy and domain consensus are presented in view of the domain concepts, it is not appropriate to calculate them directly using DR+DC if there are some synonymous concepts. In addition it is very difficult to keep those concepts with low frequency using above formulas, but which are very important concepts to the field (Wang and Liu, 2010) .
The deficiency of the extraction algorithm
These are some drawbacks to the extraction algorithm, such as a lot of calculation must be accomplished, a training set must included enough documents, low-accuracy but important terms cannot be obtain, the extraction accuracy of phrase term is not high, etc. Because the word boundary of Chinese language is not clear, automatic word segmentation must be realized, but which is a fundamental and difficult problem in the field of computer Chinese language information processing. At the same time, Domain concepts belong to unlisted words for word segmentation process, and identifying unlisted words is a peculiar problem to Chinese segmentation. From what has been discussed above, Most of these concepts extraction algorithms are not suitable for Chinese corpus. Words' coupling expresses close degree between each component of domain concepts, so we can use these couplings to identify concepts.
The results from the research of multi-concept extraction in the English language, the measurement method based on information theory is superior to the method based on frequency and probability statistics approach.
For extraction of domain concepts, it was assumed that combination of the adjacent words appearing frequently from domain corpus can represent those terms in the field, and then the correlation between terms can be calculated by mutual information between one word and adjacent words in domain corpus. The formula is as following.
Where a and b referred to two words called to terms of corpora focused, ( , ) p a b referred to joint distribution is the probability a has been followed by b, and () pa and () Pb respectively to the probability that the two words appear in the document. Among all the registration methods, mutual information based methods have been accepted as the most accurate and automated method. Mutual information showed the close degree of the words.
Domain Concept selection
The domain relevancy of concepts represents that concepts have specific attributes in a particular field, that is to say, the probability is higher in the target areas and is lower in other areas, which is another standard to measure the distribution of the domain concepts, and also is used to investigate distribution uniformity degree of concept in the target area. This standard plays an important role in obtaining high quality domain concepts. For existing domain concept extraction methods, this method based on DR+DC is the best, but there are a series of deficiencies due to filter document. If filter document was selected improperly, a lot of independent concepts would be extracted as a selected domain concept.
In order to extract high quality domain concepts, the balanced corpus was introduced to calculate the relevancy field. Balance corpus contains a lot of related domain corpora, and concept probability of balance corpus is approx concept probability in the whole field. The probability difference of concept in the field of corpus and balanced corpus can be expressed for concept relevancy, can be calculated by
If p(w) > q (w) , RD > threshold, then terms and target domain is related, otherwise unrelated.
THE IMPROVEMENT OF CONCEPT EXTRACTION BASED ON SEMANTIC

Semantic relation extraction
In order to obtain semantic relation, some works have been accomplished. Context semantic relationship has been considered to extract domain concepts, unique characteristics of oracle-bone inscriptions were analyzed in detail, and finally we captured context semantic using a single oracle bone instead of window to avoid destroying the integrity of the oracle bone. Semantic extraction steps are as followings.
1) The symmetry Inscription on bones is divided into single records, and s word segment and speech tagging for single record Which noun (N), verbs(V), adjectives(A), numerals (M), quantifier (Q), pronouns (R), prepositions (P), adverbs(D), conjunctions (C), modal particles (Y), interjections (E). 2）the core word is important for the sentence, so we extract context words about core word. Firstly these meaningless words, such as function words, conjunctions and interjection, would be removed and content words such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, selected as candidate words. Then word frequencies of vocabulary context would be calculated, and the results formed to context vector of core vocabulary.
Si=<(C1,W1),(C2,W2),…,(Cn,Wn)> Among them, Si referred to the center word, Ci is context words, and Wi is word frequency of Ci.
3) Given two any context vectors, similarity degree between words can be calculated using the formula (8) called cosine method. 
（8）
Semantic similarity describes similarity degrees of between two concepts. Using the commonly method for concept extraction, the semantic similarity is high between extracted correct concepts, but the value must be low between domain concepts and redundant concepts. Based on this idea, we computing concepts semantic similarity by context semantic relations, which filter out a lot of redundant concepts from extraction collection and improve the concept of precision.
Domain concepts screening
Based on the above ideas, an improved domain concept screening algorithm was developed and presented by algorithm table named "Algorithm 1", Algorithm 1: Input: domain corpus and candidate set of concepts Output: domain concepts set 1. Constructed domain document collection D={D 1 , D 2 , …, D n }, candidate concepts set C={C 1 , C 2 , …, C n }, and domain concepts collection DC=  . Each candidate concepts of the set C would be processed and selected related into DC, in turn until it is processed.
2. Implemented word segmentation and speech tagging for domain corpus and candidate concepts set. 3. Selected nouns of domain corpus to from a candidate concepts set, calculated domain relevancy degree and domain consistency degree of candidate concepts according to (1), (2), (3) and (4), obtained the importance degree of words to the field using DR+DC according to (5), extracted domain concepts of phrases by calculating relevancy degree between terms and their near neighbors according to (6), and finally chose important concepts as candidate domain concepts according to (7).
4. Calculated similarity degree of between concepts of candidate set by their context vectors according to (8). Two concepts are considered to be irrelevant if their similarity degree is less than the minimum threshold.
5. Got DC (domain candidate concept) by filtering out irrelevant concepts. 6. Returned DC as the resulted of domain concepts.
Automatic evaluation of concept extraction
Evaluation of concept extraction is firmly related to the selection of extraction algorithm. Usually there are some differences between estimation model and actual distribution of domain concepts, which can be measured by perplexity attenuation ration. At the same time, confusion degree is used to measure prediction ability of language model to same corpus in natural language understanding (Fu and Fan, 2010) .
Supported that the distribution probability of W referred to a statement was recorded to PQ (W) in the corpus, the language is the ideal, that is to say, the sum of all probabilities equaled to 1 if n tends to infinity, language is a steady ergodic random process, the probability of word sequence can be treated as the joint probability of terms in and out field, and corpus included n words, then cross entropy between L and model q can be recorded by G:
In the language model, usually adopt confusion degree instead of cross entropy to measure the effect of language model, so confusion degree is defined by
The better result of concept extraction is, the smaller confusion degree is, so we says that language model own strong ability to predict corpus. Therefore, the attenuation ratio of confusion degree was selected to calculate the concept extraction algorithm.
Where PP a is the value of previous confusion degree, PP b refers to new value after realizing concept extraction.
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section showed the experimental results on simulation. We chose 1620 inscriptions as the experimental object from 70000 inscriptions of our Oracle-bone Inscriptions Laboratory, which covers various economic activities of the period shells, such as, sacrifice, conquering, at the age of (agriculture), astronomical phenomena, hunting, fu (fertility), disease etc (Zhang and Yang, 2010; Wu, Gao and Liu, 2012) . The experiment was done according to the above domain concepts extraction algorithm (Wu, Gao and Liu, 2013) , and the contrast experimental results shown as table 1 and table 2 , where Improvement before refers to the extraction method based on DR+DC, and after improvement refers to the extraction algorithm based on semantic. In order to contrast the results of different domain concepts extraction algorithms, word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging of oracle-bone inscriptions corpus was realized in artificial way. Because of considering the semantic relations between concepts and screening some irrelevant terms, table 1 shown that the results of domain concepts extraction are more comprehensive, and table 2 shown that the precision and recall rate are higher using improved method. The confusion degree between words sequence of field corpus would be calculated after before the concept extraction, and then re-calculated to words sequence joined to corpus after concepts extraction using different methods. Confusion degree of attenuation ratio is larger for domain corpus has a better ability to predict.
Accuracy rate and recall rate are common experimental evaluation methods, but an artificial extraction result is judgment standard, which make evaluation subjectivity and extensibility. An evaluation method based on perplexity attenuation ration has been presented in this paper, which provides automated objective evaluation to term extraction. The evaluation results were shown in table 3 using this method. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a domain concepts extraction algorithm based on semantic between concepts was proposed according to the context semantic of domain concept, and a series of work to be done. Firstly, some improvement of concept extraction based on DR + DC has been accomplished by analyzing insufficiency of existing domain concepts extraction methods and unique characteristics of oracle-bone inscriptions. Secondly, In order to extract high quality domain concepts, a balanced corpus has been introduced to calculate the domain relevancy degree. Thirdly, context semantic relationship has been considered to extract domain concepts. We captured context semantic using a single oracle bone instead of window to avoid destroying the integrity of the oracle bone, at the same time filter out a lot of redundant concepts. Finally, the algorithm has been evaluated through double standard-precision, recall and perplexity attenuation ration. Experimental result shows that the method can get a better accuracy, well operability and universality in the research of domain concepts extraction to oracle-bone inscriptions based on ontology learning.
